How the Binaural Beat Audio Options with FlameInMind.com
came to be the most powerful / bioactive / bliss-inducing sounds available
•

Our BlissTuner-earlier work showed how golden ratio EEG produced Bliss/Peak Perception

•

Dan Winter then showed how those frequencies in general -when TUNED TO PLANCK- produced
centripetal force/ negentropy/ self-organization www.fractalfield.com

•

We split that accurately for mirror 180 degree (conjugate) hemisphere mirroring perfecijng the phase shift
between hemispheres - using Dan's new phase conjugation principles.

•

We set this up to be a perfect binaural resonance interferometry mirror- in exactly the same phonon pattern
used in the powerfully successful Theraphi.net - plasma rejuvenation system. In fact we expect these
binaurals to be profoundly synergetic with Theraphi.

•

Patrick Botte- with pioneering Sacral-Cranial expertise polished this powerfiul implosion sound BinAuraladding precise options for long wave cross hemisphere beat heterodynes tuned to
•

0.1hz- MAYER wave -THE most important- spine/blood/hrv-LF resonance

•

key Ventrical pump/drain frequencies like .06 hz- directly related to Kundalini physics -and the key
Sacro-Cranial 'long tidals' ... 'ride the long wave'!

or

To play Binaural sounds
Touch the
lower right button
Binaural sounds can be played
with OR without brainwaves recording

-

3 main parts in the App:
Brain Waves Analyser
Connection with Sensors
Binaural Sound Generator

WARNING
Some sounds are generated
with high audio frequencies
A warning is displayed concerning these sounds.
Avoid these sound waves
if you are very sensitive to high frequency sounds,
or if you have any tinnitus problems.

These generated sound are very powerful.
They are linked to original frequencies of the universe.
In the world we are living, most of the times,
we are out of tune with these frequencies.
Reminder- this uniquely 'conjugate' / implosive or fractal harmonic series
by equation is the theoretical maximum of possible self-organizing even
blissful biologic frequencies. AND in fact many if not most of those who
have tried this 'Theraphi' frequency series in binaural do indeed report
some kind of bliss experience or at least notable 'still point' impression.
That being said- we remind that as with all psychoacoustics you should
proceed with caution- and find your own 'sweet spot' in sound.

At the beginning (also related to your stress), some of these sounds can be very disturbing.
Recovering the connection to these frequencies should be done
very carefully & step by step.

Always avoid playing sounds you do not feel confortable with.
To begin, start with THERAPHI frequency first preset:
THERAPHI 50 => 1000 Hz
Allow your body to become accustomed to enter in resonance with these frequencies.
After a few sessions, when you feel much confortable with the generated sounds,
you can select the next preset with more high frequencies
or begin playing CHAKRAS sounds.
It can happen that sometimes (related to your stress),
you do not feel anymore confortable with some sounds.
In this case, always go back to THERAPHI frequency first preset: THERAPHI 50 => 1000 Hz

8 main buttons
to select and modify preset sound waves

to select
the bineural beat freq.

big comment button:
only available
for THERAPHI frequencies

PLAY/STOP buttons

Can be used to display the selected
frequencies related to the presets

to Play/stop
a sound wave

•
•

Touch once to display the freq
table.
Touching a second time allows
to change parameters.

BEAT button

? HELP button
SHIFT button
to select/deselect
180° Shift between L/R.

Type of Sounds

+/- buttons

to select
THERAPHI or CHAKRAS

to select Next/Previous
Preset sound wave

2 kinds of Bineural sounds :
Theraphi sounds
Presets are sound waves
generated according to the
THERAPHI frequencies.
For each preset sound, you can
change the bineural BEAT
frequency and the SHIFT between
L/R hemispheres.
The big Comment button can be used
to display the selected frequencies
related to the presets
•
•

Touch once to display the freq
table.
Touching a second time allows
to change parameters.

sounds
Presets are sound waves
generated in relationship
(resonance) to the chakras
frequencies.
See on the picture the parts of the
body related to the generated
frequencies.
For chakras sounds, it is only
possible to change Shift &
bineural beat frequency.

Theraphi sounds & meditation
Theraphi sounds
can help to jump much faster and more deeply in low frequencies
meditating states
Presets are sound waves generated according to the
THERAPHI frequencies.

For the firsts meditating sessions, please use the first preset THERAPHI 50 to 1000 Hz.
This first preset will help you to ground.
Once you will be more familiar with theses sounds, you can step by step select the 2 next presets

The 2 next presets are generated with high audio frequencies
Avoid these sounds if you are very sensitive to high frequency sounds,
or if you have any tinnitus problems.

Theraphi sounds
Table

Touch once the Comments button
to display the frequency table.

Touch SHIFT & BEAT buttons
to see the changes in the presets

Theraphi sounds table
Playing with the presets can help you for a
better understanding of how the sound waves
are created and generated.
The original presets were dedicated to get the
best results in bineural sound waves.
Changing these parameters can aﬀect the
eﬃciency of the generated sound waves.
Touch one more time the Comments button
to unlock the frequency table.

For better results, we recommend not to
change the presets for a too long session.

A text allowing to modify the presets is
displayed at the bottom of the table

It is possible to set 9 selections in each
Left & Right channels. Once 9 buttons are
selected in one channel, you must deselect
one of them to add a new selection.

Theraphi sounds table
Left & Right parts of the table are related to
Left/Right ears.
Best results are acheived when BEAT & SHIFT
are both selected.
If you want to change the presets, make sure
to alternate BEAT & SHIFT from left & right
channels for each selected frequencies
(like in this example).
It is possible to set 9 selections in each
Left & Right channels. Once 9 buttons are
selected in one channel, you must deselect
one of them to add a new selection.

Relationship between
Theraphi sound frequencies
&
the body

Theraphi sounds
can also be used to enter in resonance with specific parts of the body.
Edit the sound table to select frequencies in relationship with specific parts of the body.

Frequencies related to diﬀerent parts of the body

If you want to enter in resonance with specific parts of the body, you
can select frequencies related to the part(s) you want the sounds to
work on (see the corresponding table in the next slide).
Even if you decide to work on high frequencies parts, please select also
at least 2 lower frequencies, like 130 & 210 (as it is possible to set 9
selections in each Left & Right channels). See example below.

Frequencies related to diﬀerent parts of the body
125 Hz:
skin, sexual organs
250 Hz:
lower gut, bladder
500 Hz:
upper gut, spleen
750 Hz:
liver, kidney, pancreas
1000 Hz:
stomach
1500 Hz:
heart, lower lung, allergies
2000 Hz:
upper lung
3000 Hz:
jaws, ears, eyes, teeths
4000 Hz:
memorizing
6000 Hz:
tympanum

125 Hz:
sacrum, legs, arms
250 Hz:
sacrum, legs, arms
500 Hz:
pelvis
750 Hz:
lumbars
1000 Hz:
D6
1500 Hz:
shoulders
2000 Hz:
neck
3000 Hz:
jaws, ears, eyes
4000 Hz:
skull
6000 Hz:
skull

Chakras and Nadis
The nadis are well knowed by yoga practitioners.
One of their challenge is to move energy through the nadis
to feed their physical, mental, and spiritual development.
The nadis are our energetic irrigation system.
The Sanskrit word nadi means “flow,” “motion,” or
“vibration.”
The fundamental nature of a nadi is to flow, to find inside
the body the path of least resistance and nourish everything
in its path.
This is the most common way to display Ida & Pingala
nadis.

Chakras and Music notes
Altho scientifically controversial - if we study carefully - it
does appear there is significant agreement in the literature
(references below) about an actual correlation between
musical key signatures and the glandular areas or chakras
which are energized by specific notes.

(1) Tony CERON - Editions Col du FEU (1999)
Théorie et pratique de Spagythérapie énergétique
(2) Michel LARROCHE - Guy Tredaniel Editeur (2000)
Mes cellules se souviennent...
(3) Michel LARROCHE - Guy Tredaniel Editeur (2007)
Et si mes cellules savaient apprendre ? De la mémoire cellulaire à l'intelligence cellulaire

Chakras sounds Waves

Chakras sounds
are THERAPHI like sound waves
generated in relationship (resonance)
to the chakras frequencies.

will enter in resonance with
a single chakra.
See on the picture.
will enter in resonance with
more than one chakra.
See on the picture.

See on the picture the parts of the
body related to the generated
frequencies.
For chakras sounds, it is only possible
to change the bineural beat frequency.

